Automatic Dairy Caser

Pak Tek Mass Flow Caser

Key Features
■■ Cushioned lower case design
■■ PLC-controlled with Ethernet
■■ Multi-layer capability accepts many container sizes
from 1/2 pint to gallon
■■ Corrosion-resistant construction

■■ Includes mattop accumulation section
■■ Touchscreen controls
■■ Diagnostic with history screens
■■ Safety interlocked guard doors

Automatic Dairy Caser

Pak Tek Mass Flow Caser
The Pak Tek Mass Flow Packer gives you innovatively simple, efficient clean design, along with stainless steel construction that is guaranteed to optimize your dairy cushion casing.
The cushioned lower section design and multi-layer capability - including staggered patterns - of Pak Tek Cushion Casers are distinguishing
features proven to increase your production and profits.
Pak Tek PLC-controlled Mass Flow Casers offer you the flexibility to
change between a full array of container sizes, from 1/2 pint containers to
gallon containers, in a matter of minutes. You can extend your versatility
with a number of options including a vacuum head for various container
sizes. Whether you choose the standard machine or full options, you’ll get
the advantage of Pak Tek durability and reliability.

Specifications
Production Speed
Up to 15 cycles/min without vacuum head

Optional Features

Container Size Range

n Case or corrugate operation
n Vacuum head for various container sizes
n Multiple layers

1/2 pint up to one gallon

Pneumatic Requirements
90 psi

Electrical Requirements
Controls

110 Volts, single phase, 60 Hz

Motor Frequency Drive

220 Volts, 3 phase, 60 Hz

Plan and elevation views. Dimensions shown for plastic milk case.

All sales are subject to our prevailing terms and conditions. Illustrations and specifications are subject to change without notice.
Machines shown without guards are for illustrative purposes only. Guards are supplied and must be in place before operation.
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